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University Senate Passes Minimum Re'u aireEmen
___ Guidelines for Professors and Undergraduate Students are'Established -- X
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emphasizing that. students
need to assume responsibility
for reviewing academic
,policies. and graduation
requirements - though of
course the University owes it
to' the students to make
.advising as easily-accessible
and 'uni'ntimidating as
possible."

The'. Minimal
Instructional Responsibilities
were based on an earlier
version drafted. in the 80's.
"We 'did the ,Minimal
Instructional Responsibilities
based qon the early 80' s
version, but we did the
,Underg raduate Student
Responsibilities from

Uscr-atch," Mackin said,. The
Undergraduate Council took a
year to collect comments and
draft the. Stdent
Responsibilities.

The h.o.l'di ng of three
hours as minimum office
hours for instructors and the
confidentiality of grades in
the guidelines were added to
the early version.

What' we did was to raise
the minimum number of office
ho .urs for instructors, from.
two to three h-ours," Mackin
explained:. "That's not much,
still, but if this had been two
years ago,.- I think we would
Lava IMA a 1^t nf tr ih~lo with-nave naiU a iU.m ul tIvIUviv WtILI

that. But I think that it's
pretty clear, based on the
unanimous support in the

See MINIMUM, Page 2

where it says that these things
should be done."

"I do think it' s
worthwhile having the
guidelines in writing," said
David Saltz, an assistant
professor in. the Theatre Arts
Department. "Both when I
myself was a student and
since I've been teaching, I
have known instructors who
-have not followed all of the
sensible practices listed in the
Instructor guidelines, such as
providing .dstudents with
written'-feedback on their
papers, providing a clear.
syllabus, adhering to the
course description in the
bulletin, or giving Final
Exams on the officially
scheduled date - and so' it's
useful to have'these practices
spelled out."

Saltz also commented on
the Minimal Undergraduate
Student Responsibilities.
"Successful students have
always followed. the

guidelines listed. . . but the
guidelines may be helpful to
inexperienced students. In
particular, I like the; idea of

per week; adhere to the
Bulletin course descriptions;.
must observe the Final
Examination Schedule that
appears in each' semester's
class schedule booklet, and
strive to maintain the privacy
and confidentiality of
student's examination,.
homework, and final grades.

Students are expected to
attend class regularly, fairly''
and thoughtfully complete the
course. evaluation form;
maintain personal copies-of a.
tentative degree plan, and
understand the concept of
academic honesty as part of
their minimal responsibilities.

Many deemed that the
guidelines are plain common
sense and thus eliminates the
need for it to be printed.

Mackin responded, "Well,
it may be common sense but
a lot of the things particularly
the instructional one, a lot of
those things are not done by a
lot of instructors. They are
common sense but they are
not done and nobody has,
any kind of guidelines or
knows where to go to find

far as Im concerned, to have the
Instructional Responsibilities'
published so that students would
know what they should be able
to expect in a classroom and
that'.ll put the pressure on the
instructors to actually do
those things."

Some of the items on the
guidelines were published in
the 1995-1996 Undergraduate
Bulletin, but not collectively
known as Minimal
Responsibilities. Mackin
said, "[The Undergraduate
Bulletin] will change.
Everybody agrees pretty much
that the current undergraduate
bulletin is not readable and so
,the Administration is going
through a pretty hairy task of
modifying that so that it's
easier to read."

Under the Minimal
Instructional Responsibilities,
among the."minimal set of
conditions and practices"
instructors are expected to do
are meet their classes
regularly and promptly, at
times and places scheduled;
schedule ,and maintain
minimally three office hours

BY ENEIL RYAN DE LA PENA.

Statesman Staff

The University Senate
unanimously passed the
Minimal, Undergraduate
Student Responsibilities and

the Minimal Instructional
Responsibilities Guidelines
last month, establishing rules
for both. instructors and
undergraduate students.-

Presented by the

Undergraduate Council, the

guidelines will be published
in- the new Undergraduate
Bulletin, outlining 'the

teaching responsibilities of

instructors, including TA's,

and academic responsibilities
of students in the university.

"Both sets would appear

in the Undergraduate Bulletin
so both the instructors and the

students would know where
everybody stands and what
their roles and responsibilities
are," said James Mackin,
chair of the Undergraduate
Council. -;"To have it

publicized like that actually

puts pressure on both groups
to take care of their business.
It's really more important, as

BY ENEIL RYAN-DE LA PENA
Statesman Staff

Dietary workers
employed by the University
Hospital picketed in- front of

the. bbuildiing, Wed'nesday,
protesting that. they have been
working without a contract for

.neai# three months.'
The .employees contract

w~ith. Morrisons-, the food
contractor, expired on March

31..':,Although Morrisons -had
offered: a; contract- to the

employees, it neither inc uded
a pension plan nor a raise for

the employees.
"We need a pension and

we need a raise and they're

not;- offering us either one,"

said Eileen Foley, a dietary
worker for, the past eight'
years.- We're all out here on

our lunch hours and on', our

breaks. We're not striking or

anything because we 're not'

allowed 'to and then on our

breaks, everybody comes out:

and lets people know how we

feel and we're not happy and
we're hoping that they'll
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Workers picket in front of University Hospital, last Wednesday.

employees without a pension
plan.

"We signed up a contract
for three years, and after three

See PICKET, Page 2

included a pension plan for its
employees, expired on March
31.. Morrisons renewed its
contract with the hospital for
another three years, but this
time offered a contract to their.

come and negotiate with us
and give us. our contract."

Morrisons has been the
hospital's food contractor for
the past three years. The
three-year contract, which'
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From MINIMUM, Front Page

Senate, the attitudes around the
campus are changing. Nobody even
hesitated on changing the number of
minimum office hours. I would say
very much different than it has been.
The attitude expressed by Dr. [Shirley
Strum] Kenny and [Provost Rollin]
Richmond in the Senate had gone a
long way plus the AD-HOC
Committee report, that went a long
way to changing attitudes as well.

Saltz agrees to the grade
confidentiality guideline. "Grade
confidentiality is probably a healthy
thing," Saltz said. "Certainly,
students who receive a low grade
shouldn't need to worry that their
performance will make them look
worse in the eyes of other students.
And I've known students who become
unduly obsessed with comparing their
grades with other students', and
sometimes even becoming quite
indignant, not because the received a
lower grade than they felt they

Worke-rs ]
Contract
contract, a pension plan is the major
issle they want addressed. "We're
concerned for [retiring employees],"
said Gavigan. "We're concerned that
in their old age they at least don't have
to work until they die; they at least
have something coming in. We're also
asking for job security; we're asking
for a decent raise, but those are the
major issues."

"We want five, five, and five for
the next three years. Five percent each
year," Foley said. "They offered us a
$250 sign-up for the- first year, $250
for the second year, and the three
percent'for the third - no pension and
that was it. We're really desperate
now, we're hard workers and we
deserve it. Pension is really our
number one, or whatever they can
come up with so that we have
something for our future. We just
want a good raise. . . all the other
different unions got raises, so we'd
like something, too, for the next three
years."'

Jose Gonzalez, another dietary
worker employed for three years
agreed that a pension Iis essential to
the contract. "We've got a lot of
young people now and they need that
backup," Gonzalez said. "To work
here seven or eight years and have
nothing to show for makes no sense.

Skrew Finds
Balance

From SKREW, Page 6

of us left It was really quite a few steps down
the road from the Angkor Wat record," said
Grossman. Metal Blade Records has just
rereleased both those Angkow Wat records on
CD.

'People perceive things how they want to,"
said Grossman on the assumed oral sex
references in some of the tides from the newest
disc. Along with their organic/electronic sound
and misinterpreted lyrics comes sampling.
Burning... is absolutely polluted with Jacob's
Ladder samples. "It was a really powerful
movie. It was a great movie in the first place,
but it was a garden of eden for killer samples,"
laughs Grossman.

Skrew are what Ministry should have
been. Psalm 69wascryingouttobeBunmng...
What elevates Skrew beyond Ministry is the
diversity which Ministry had on The Land Of
RapeAndHoney andjustrcently remembered
on Filthpig.- JustcheckouttheNilzeEbb like
'ty Flesh" onBuming... Or'TicassoTrigger'
from Dusted. Or any track from their Skrew-
iest album yet, Shadow OfDoubt.

DISCOGRAPHY: Bumning In Water,
Drownmg In Flme, Dusted, Shadow OfDoubt

From PICKET, Front Page

years, we have to re-negotiate for a
new contract," Foley explained. "So
this was our three year period we got
and now we're re-negotiating with the
new company Morrisons, and they're
not offering us anything."

"We're the only union in the
hospital that doesn't have a pension,"
said Peggy Gavigan, a dietary
technician and 1199 delegate, the
union representing the employees.
"We're probably the only few 1199's
institutions that don't have a pension.
What we're trying to do is to get the
company, Morrisons, now to pay into
the union pension plan."

Gavigan suggested how the
contract could work. "What would
happen then would be that they would
start paying from the day they sign the
contract and the union would put in
all the back-money for the employees
that have been here 10 years, 15 years,
16 years, so there's no back-money to
be- put in by the employer. The union
will all put that in so these people

won't lose any time. So that in five
years, when these people are ready
to retire, they have something there
for them."

Although the employees are
also seeking other benefits in their

2

deserved, but because they felt other
students were being graded too
'easily.' That kind of competitiveness
creates an unhealthy atmosphere. I'm
in favor of any policy that encourages
students to judge themselves in
relation to their own abilities and
growth, and to support each other."

Saltz also noted common
practices, such as instructors leaving
exams and assignments in a public
area for students to pick up,
particularly at the end of the semester.
"This practice would seem to violate
the guidelines by failing to maintain
students' confidentiality," Saltz added.
"I'm not sure, however, what practices
we should or will adopt instead. Very
few students, I suspect, will come to
the iQstructor's office to pick up work
at the end of the semester. It would
be a terrible shame if, as a result of
this well-intended policy, students
never received feedback on work
submitted toward the end of a course.
We'll see how this all works out."

Picket for
We were just looking for something
that would be fair for everybody. At
least we have something, even though
they have to pay for it. Social Security
and that's it. We're trying to fight for
the younger people like us. We could
use that pension. Something fair
that's all we want. We're not asking
for everything."

Other employees of the hospital
also participated in the picketing and
expressed their support for the
picketing employees by bagging their
lunch.

Laura Rodriguez, an employee from
the cardiology unit and member of another
union, held a picket outside the hospital.
"Our department bagged our lunches
today. . . to show support for these
employees. It's very important. They're
working hard, they need something to have
for the future for themselves, they need
raises, they need a pension plan."

According to Foley, Morrisons has set
up a date on June 3 to negotiate. "They're
gonna come and negotiate and they're
gonna put an offer on the table for us,"
Foley said. "We're hoping that that's
gonna be a good offer. We don't want this
just as much as they don't want it."

"We sit down for negotiations in the
3rd," Gavigan said,:"and hopefully they'll
offer us something decent, if not we'll be
back out here." .
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BY MARC WEISBAUM
Statesman Staff

"It feels to us like our best ever. Our
tenth year and fifth LP. Just to know we
are always changing and progressing is a
good feeling to know. To us, it's the
heaviest, as well,". sums up Steve Von Till,
guitarist/vocalist for Oakland hard-core
vets, Neurosis'.newest album, Through

BY JOE FRAIOLI

Special to the Statesman

For what the MTV channel lacks in

programming, it certainly makes up for in

its albums.
With many of the music. station's

Unplugged and Party to Go albums
reaching Billboard's Top 100 across the

country and Top 20 in New York, the
Generation X network teamed up with
Atlantic Records' Mammoth label to

release Buzz Bin: Volume 1. Instead of
compiling popular. dance songs for the

Party to Go albums, MTV uses the same

cookie-cutter technique by taking favorite

alternative songs to make a great-sounding
album.

The Buzz Bin's selections include the

more recent releases of the Dave Matthews
Band's "What Would You Say" and White

Zombie's "More.Human Than Human" to

slightly older cuts from Stone Temple
Pilots' "Plush" (not the Headbanger's Ball

version) and Danzig's "Mother" from his

1988 debut album.
"In most dictionaries, the word 'buzz'

3

Its an ongoing part of our trip, particularly
in our live shows and Tribes Of Neurot.
We're moving away from dextrosity, unlike
most bands, to texture. Almost orchestral.
What all the layers do and how they work
together. Getting the most from one note,"
said Von Till. "You can't label us. That's
the glory of it. We've transcended all
labels, but in our hqarts we definitely came
from punk."

Silver and blood seem to be important
in their album titles, such as their latest
Through... and Tribes' Silver Blood
Transmissions. So what's it mean? "I
know specifically what it is, but it's not
particularly sharing for the public. It's
really personal, kind of a spiritual chemical
growth, kind of psychic thing. But I can't
go into detail about it, but it definitely has
extreme spiritual significance to us,
personal to the experience we all had. Our
whole society is so f***ing draining and
disconnected to what's natural... Someone
once said 'Words are betrayed thoughts,'
because they don't do the soul complete
justice. But we're involved in a war for
the soul," said Von Till.

"It's hard to have a positive attitude
when so many things are going to sh**,"
said Von Till. "I don't know if its good or
bad. It just is. Society can't maintain itself,
it doesn't hane the resources or ethical
basis. They might be able to force control
for a little while, but there'll be a time when
they can't anymore and it will fall apart
and it will be up to the individuals to decide
how they want to live."

The band's music is their weaponry
in their quest for soul, hoping to spread
their message throughout the globe.
Despite the fact that they used them to do

the artwork for their latest, computers are
something the band is acutely wary of.
"My main message I'd tell computer
people is get away from the computer and
stick your hands in the dirt. I don't know
if it's the way of the future. It may come
crashing down, but it's the way of now and
hopefully artists can grab it rather than just
the corporate world. It's kind of like when
TV just started. It had promise as like an
educational tool, and then just became the
biggest bunch of sh** created," said Von
Till.

But Neurosis is far .more than a
musical experience. They incorporate
visual elements to their shows, taking them
one step beyond the pack of hard-core and
punk bands. "We want to do-multimedia
and video projects. Always expanding.
Changing. Becoming exactly what we
want to be," said Von Till.

Along with their changing, they've
leaped from Alternative Tentacles Records
to Relapse Records. "It's annoying we're
not making a living on a band that we
devote all our time to. We needed to haive
our promotion and distribution bumped
up, but we wanted to stay on an
independent. 'We didn't want to f***
with the major label crap that's ruining
all our friends careers. . Majors don't
understand what to do with a band like
us," said Von Till.

Following the release of Through... on
April 2nd, the band (completed by Jason
Roeder, Scott Kelly, Noah Landis, Dave
Edwardson, and Pete Inc.) embarked on a
10 week tour in Europe with Unsane.
Following this first assault they plan to take
about two months off before invading The
States. You've been warned.... q

Silver In Blood. "We had most of the songs
out on the road for about six weeks before
recording," said Von Till.

A particular trademark of the band is
the intense percussion on their albums. "I
don't know if we really developed more
percussion this LP. Its worked more into
some songs. There was a huge percussion
track on the last one, (Enemy Of The Sun).

Neurosis

of the tracks in his or her own collection
already. Other songs include "Hey
Jealousy" by the Gin Blossoms, "No Rain" "

by Blind Melon, the uncut version of
Radiohead's "Creep" and "Low" by Ip
Cracker. "Cantaloop" by Us3 and Filter's c2
"Hey Man, Nice Shot," which MTV loves >

more than anyone else, round out-the rest v
ofthe 12-trackCD. :

The album's selections give the digc "
an electrified and energetic sound brought p
down somewhat by the two songs from g,
Filter and the Gin Blossoms. Ad

The only mistake MTV made with this j
album was designing the jacket. The music s
channel doctored up old black and white
photos for its covers. This stems from their g

retrospective promotional commercials o
which imitate the 1960s and 70's lifestyles. >

This was slightly amusing at- first but has2
actually become dull and annoying over the se
years. The album follows suit with corny g
and lifeless photos that are irritating at best. is

Viewers tired with bad reruns of,
"Road Rules" will definitely get a charge g
from volume 1 of the Buzz Bin. L o0

children, teens and adults today.
"Today, alternative or modem rock has

come to the forefront, and has touched the
hearts and minds of music lovers
everywhere." Pinfield -said. "And while
we're proud of the role the Buzz Clip
continues to play in the success of new
artists every year, it's really about the music
from artists like the ones on this disc."

MTV successfully feeds off the
enthusiasm of alternative listeners by
collecting chart-topping hits like the
cranberries' "Zombie" and Bush's
"Everything Zen" to make what will most
likely become a popular CD. This idea
mirrors that of the station's programming
- uncreative and unimaginative. Simply
extracting hit songs from other albums for
the benefit of theirs as with the Party to
Go compilations seems to be a quick way
to make a quick buck.

But looking beyond MTV's motives,
the album's selections are well chosen
favorites that are sure to get the attention
of any alternative or rock listener. Even the
obscure rock collector will have at least one

is defined as a low steady noise," said Matt
Pinfield, an MTV spokesman and host of
120 Minutes, a late-night program that
gives airtime to both new and old
alternative bands. "But in the world of
contemporary music, 'buzz' is a word used
to describe a new artist who is on the verge
of something explosive - both
commercially and creatively."

According to Pinfield, the Buzz Bin
was created in October, 1987 to give a
substitute to the metal and dance music that
was played so heavily at the time. "The
Buzz- Bin was our way of bringing much
deserved attention to these up-and-coming
groups who were not yet established with
mainstream music audiences," he said.
"We were passionate about these artists and
their videos, and created the Buzz Bin to
bring attention to their clips." !

What followed at MTV occurred
across the country - audiences became
hypnotized to the alternative sound and
radio airtime and record sales boomed. A
new genre exploded onto the scene and
remains a strong musical influence for

Silver and Blood Runs Through Neurossis

MTV Buzzes Back to Alternative Origi n
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painful spending cuts than
without them. The pain grows
exponentially at the margin and
as a consequence, voter
dissatisfaction is bound to grow.
The Achilles Heel for
Republicans (which the
leadership is unwilling to
recognize) has been and remains
to be taxes. Pocketbook issues
will continue to control elections;
that means both taxes and
spending. It is amazing how both
major parties, once victorious,
instinctively go back to the
programs which kept them out of
office, convinced that the voters
finally recognized they were
right. They cannot overcome the
high of winning (the "we can do
no wrong" syndrome), until it is
too late.

For Democrats, that. means
big government,bhigh taxes and
continued borrowing on:.our
grandchildren's" future tax
payments to fund current social

programs, which are often called
"investments," but are really
entitlements. .As a result, the
legions of the "entitled" keep
growing. Republicans on the
other hand, persist in giving tax
breaks to the -wealthy to 'expand
the: economy and create jobs,
ignoring the growing
accumulation of wealth among
Xthe .richest., one percent of
Americans.

If the flat tax. the national
sales tax or VAT are used to
totally replace incomeltaxes, this
trend in accumulation of wealth

will accelerate and become a
powder keg.with a short fuse. In
my, opinion, the fallacies of the
flat tax, national sales tax or VAT
are as follows:

a.These adjustments are
being erroneously promoted as
resulting in lower taxes for nearly
all taxpayers. If tis sud oif t'i sounds too
good to be true that's because it
is. First consider that the present
rate on taxable income above

$38,000 is 28 percent; rising to
31 percent above $91',850; 36
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life savings at risk, while others
who do not work are "entitled" to
free care and more; a horrible
crime rate, etc., etc., "yeah. . .
prosperity is just around the
comer."

They are not unpatriotic or
downgrading our country; they
are realists who recognize that our
nation is headed down the wrong
path. Yet, some politicians
oppose necessary spending
reductions. We must remind them
that it is their duty to do that which
is right for the country, not what
is politically expedient.

More than ever, American
politics are in'a state of flux.- The
party that sets its sails to the
strong winds of fiscal
responsibility, while being fair,
will reap its rewards in the coming
realignment of American politics.
Republicans are generally praised
for making a good beginning by
cutting spending, but there is
growing dissatisfaction with
proposed changes. To save face,
they are unwilling to postpone a
bad promise (proposed tax cuts)
despite the pain for many- and no
matter the cost in public trust.
They could have been riding high
had they delayed all tax cuts until
the budget is actually balanced for
two reasons:

I.Cutting taxes now is an
illogical move which -'first
increases the deficit, and then
spreads the offsetting cuts in
spending over the next seven
years. Government has an
atrocious record when it comes to
long term estimates. Cutting
spending is going to be a series
of uphill battles, some of which
will be lost, while others will not
yield the projected savings
(Medicare). The primary
objective should be to balance the
budget first, which benefits the
whole nation. Tax cuts only
benefit targeted groups and
should be the ' secondary
objective.

2.The proposed tax cuts force
Congress to make much more

Angel Luis Borras

Our congressional
representatives fail to understand
our frustration. The problem is
that taxes, plus funds borrowed
:due to deficits, are not sensibly
utilized which upsets most of us.
One example to illustrate: a
recent segment on ABC
Television's "20/20 " exposed
our government's policy of
qualifying drug addicts for
benefits as "disabled" persons.
There are millions of addicts.
Should those irresponsible
individuals become a burden to
taxpayers? Is that fair to hard
working Americans?

So long as our standard of
living was increasing, taxpayers
did not strongly object to the
Washington-dictated spending
growth for- social programs. Now,
we have reached a period of
declining real' wages, reduced
opportunities, and a future full of
uncertainty even for those with
many years on the job-.'

To those who assure us that
our greatest years are still ahead
of us, they are quietly grumbling:
"sure, . . .let me know when they

arrive," as they gaze at the,
plethora of problems coming
down the pike: Medicare will
soon be broke; Social Security
will be next as retirees-per-worker
continue to grow, leading our
young to feel sure that they will
never see the government benefits
they are paying for;- an
entitlement to benefits system
which is a magnet for the poor of
the world to come in, legally or
not, which did not exist during
-previous immigration waves; a
manufacturing base - which
continues to shrink, while low
paying service jobs multiply; a
trade deficit of embarrassing
magnitude, despite the' down-
trend in the exchange value of the
dollar; a health care system with
40 million uninsured, many of
whom are either employed or laid
off workers who find their meager
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rate. Quarterly tax liability will
be based on stock ownership as
of midnight on the date for tax
payments. To accomplish that
requirement, the corporation will
provide their stockholders a new
Form 1099 at year end informing
them of their share of earnings to
be included in income, taxes paid
on their behalf, and dividends
paid to them during the year.
Stockholders must adjust the cost
.basis of their stock by adding to
cost, the earnings reported as
income, and deducting dividends
received.

The national sales tax
establishes an incentive to save
rather than, consume. Individual
income and sales taxes can be
adjusted so that jointly they yield
the revenue for the reduced
federal expenditures.

As stated above. a flat tax is
not required in order to revamp
the tax code. The elimination of
all present subsidies. preferences.
and deductions from income
simplifies the code, allows
present tax rates to be
lowered, trims the IRS
bureaucracy to a minimal
level, and retains tax rate
progressiveness. The
threshold for no income taxes
allows most taxpayers to file.
a simple p1ost card tax return.

One thing is for sure, an open
and sincere discussion of the
issues is absolutely necessary if
our nation is to find the proper
course. We are not getting that
from politicians these days. The
future may be rosy for the' few
with Mr. Forbes' income,
especially if a flat tax, is enacted
but not so for the middle class.
If Republican leaders hang the
future of the party on a flat tax
which shifts more of the tax
burden to the middle class, they
will eventually return to, a.
minority, party.

Voters are still searching for
a leader, willing to make changes
which are bold but fair, in order
to restore America's faith in the
future.

Angel Luis Borras

P. S.: The big unknown now
is, whether or not our government
will pass up an opportunity to
agree on a balanced budget path,
albeit with mushy'numbers. The
easy part is coming to an
-agreement*.preferably one that
spreads the. cuts evenly
throughout the seven-year period:
the hard part will be enforcing it
all the 'wav. Wills t all go down,
the drain like Gramm-
Rudman? :The only way to be
sure it does not. is with a
balanced budget amendment. In
my opinion. the present gridlock
would not be happening if we had
a single six-year term for
President. Any new
administration's concern for
reelection colors its judgment as
to what is' good for the country.
A single six year term forces the
President to be truly
concerned with his legacy'to the
nation.
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percent above $140,000; and 39.6
percent on income above
$250,000. Now consider that all
those replacement taxes are being
proposed at rates. under 20 percent
while exempting savings and
investment income from taxation
and you get a rough idea as to the
magnitude.of the change. Who is
going to make up the tremendous
reduction in federal revenues? If
spending cuts to balance the
budget are very difficult to
achieve, further cuts in spending
to support a flat tax, sales tax or
.VAT would be impossible to
make. If spending cannot be cut
to offset the reduction in taxes
paid by the wealthy, the tax
burden will have to be shifted to
middle income taxpayers or the
deficit will explode. Forbes' flat'
tax throws balancing the budget
out the window. The. Armey
version narrows the gap between
his flat tax revenues and spending
by increasing taxes on business,
which, while hidden like the value
added tax. (VAT), result in
increased prices. Such price
increases fall primarily on poor
and middle income families,
who consume almost all their
income, negating any flat.tax
savings. The ultimate result is-
a tax savings for the wealthy,
subsidized by a hidden tax on
low and' middle -income
.families. I doubt that business
endorses this approach. The
basic problem with the flat tax
is that it virtually eliminates
the modes t progressiveness in
the tax code and replaces the
39.6%o top rate on income
above $250,000 with a 17%
flat tax rate. This runs
counter to America's notion of
fairness which dictates that
those with the highest
incomes can afford to
contribute a higher percentage
of income in taxes Provided
incentives to earn more are
maintained. DO. NOT
MISCONSTRUE THESE
FACTS AS A CALL FOR
HIGHER TAXES! I AM
OPPOSED TO . HIGHER
TAXES. I object to using these
proposed, taxes as. total
replacements for the income tax
because of the required-shift in
taxes from the wealthy to the
middle class, the group that is
most deserving of :a. tax- break.

b.It is claimed that the flat
tax reductions to wealthy:
:taxpayers : would. increase;

-saviings, reduce interest rates,
increase investments, jobs and
taxi revenues. This view begs.
the question -as to who will :
make up the huge reduction in
.ax-revenues if not the middle
lass. In, other words, if the
udget, must be balanced, andicuts
\ spending to offset. the
ductions in revenues are not
isible, would a deficit neutral
cut, where' some taxpayers pay
s (the wealthy), while others

more (the middle class),
ificantly. increase, economic
Vth?- .You can count onyone
g to increase,' the ire of the
il-c lass! ;-..: '- ;' ' .: . .'..' ': :

c.The elimination of
subsidies. Preferences and
deductions from the tax code is a
desirable change which should be
used to lower present tax rates
(which I have advocated in
previous writings). That chance
should-not be combined with, and
used to justify the flat tax.

TINKERING WITH THE
SYSTEM IS NOT ENOUGH;
AMERICA NEEDS A
DRAMATIC CHANGE IN
DIRECTION. SOME
POSSIBILITIES ARE AS
FOLLOWS:

I. Balancing the budget by
2002 is extremely important and
is worth a second try at a
constitutional amendment in the
Senate. However, while the
approved annual budget must be
balanced, actual expenditures
'during the budget year should not
trigger immediate adjustments so
long as the projected difference
between expenditures and
-revenues for the entire year does
not exceed 1.5% of the total
approved budget. 'This would
avoid constant tinkering with
receipts or expenditures to attain
perfect balance. Those
differences (actual vs. budget)
would become an automatic
adjustment to the next budget to
be approved by congress. A
super majority should still be
required to avoid the budget
balancing -requirement in cases
of economic emergencies or war.

II. We need to establish a
national sales tax combined with:

1. total elimination of
personal income taxes on the first
$50,000 of income per joint
return. -The level of income
exempted from personal income
taxes depends on the desired sales
tax rate.

2. total elimination of
present allowable subsidies,
preferences or deductions from
income for individual tax
purposes.

3. total 'elimination of
corporate income taxes. No more
corporate subsidies, preferences
or deductions for tax purposes.

4. all corporate net income
taxable to the stockholders
under the theory of

;' constructive receipt (what you
don't collect as dividends is
theoretical 1y av ailablIe ags a
change in the stock price).
Div'ide~nds s automat'ical ly
become a- non-taxable .return of
capital. f.

5. corporations would be
::required to. withhold and pay
stockholders tax liabilities from,

*,net quarterly earnings. at a preset
rate.

6.. a national sales tax
exemption on all exports whether
wholly or partially manufactured
in the USA. The final sales price
of all imports of finished goods
would be subject to the tax. This

: will alleviate -the problem of
-inflated transfer values being' used
by some- foreign companies to
mask profits and evade federal
taxes. .. -: . : : ... ..:

'..,7.'- an exemptionfrom the
0 'national sales '-:tax for the

following:
a. food (other than restaurant)
b. medical services and

prescription medicines
c. utilities
d. real property sales or rents
e. mass transportation

equipment or fares
f. other business capitalized

items
g. elementary, high school

and college tuition fees profits
from these enterprises, whether
corporate or individually owned,
would be reported as income by
the owners.

III. We need a health care
system where employers provide
health insurance coverage for
employees, coverage is available
for most of the uninsured,
insurance is portable and non-
cancelable, preexisting conditions
are eliminated, medical decisions
are left entirely to doctors, patient
selection of doctors is preserved,
the system is privately run in its
entirety and costs are controlled
without government dictates.

IV. We need effective
campaign reform without delay.

Balancing the budget must
have priority over tax cuts. After
the budget is balanced, then taxes
can be cut to match further cuts
in spending. Elimination of the
corporate income tax should be
next in priority. But the revenue
drain is too large. which requires
that'stockholders be taxed on the
corporate profits.

This ends the double taxation
of profits (as earnings and
dividends) and makes American
business more competitive in the
world marketplace. It places all
savings directly at the business
firm where the can be invested
in plant and equipment, which
expands the economy and
creates jobs. Tax cuts on the
other hand result in only some
of the tax cuts bein'g saved.
and only some of the savings
being invested in new Plant
and equipment. You yet more
economic bang for the buck
by eliminating corporate
income taxes than'by cutting
individual taxes. Corporate
tax breaks automatically'
disappear, forcing higher profit
recognition by the stockholders,
offsetting elimination of taxes on
dividends. Increased profits

.permit dividends to rise so that net
return on investment to
stockholders can be
maintained, while the entity
still has significant resources
left for increased investments.
Elimination''of the corporate
incomeltax increases retained
earnings, drives interest rates
down by reducing competition for
funds, and further expands
economic activity.

Corporations are to withhold
the stockholders tax liability from
net profits quarterly (at a
government set rate and date for
payment). They are to recoup
those tax payments from
stockholders by deducting them
from dividends, which forces the
government withholding rate to
become the minimum dividend
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FT/PT Positions
-Available

Nationwide company has Sales/Marketing
positions available throughout Long Island.

Perfect for students who would like the
-experience of working with a Fortune 500
company. Salary, Bonus, & Commission.

For info call: 800-566-5889 or
Fax resume 516-261-8738.

Skrew Finds Its Balance In New ReleasSkrew Finds Its Balance In New Keleas~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;e

Up

0

BY MARC WEISBAUM
Statesman Staff

t tI think it's the most Skrew of
all the Skrew albums," effectively
sums up Skrew's latest effort, Shadow
OfDoubt, by Adam Grossman, lead
singer/guitarist/mastermind behind
Skrew. "I feel like we've finally
found our perfect mix of what we've
been trying to do all along," said
Grossman, "Ijust think it's more well
balanced, more intense than anything
we've done in the past."

MThe new album incorporates
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FOURTH WORLD COMICS
35 ROUTE 111

(WALDBAUM'S SHOPPING CENTER)-
SMUTHTOWN, NY 11787

u -~ftv A,
*STAR TREK -DR WHO *TOYS

*SCIENCE FICTION *POSTERS AND T-SHIRTS
*JAPANIMATION eVIDEO TAPES *MODEL

*MACG1C - THE GATHERING
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FOR RENT

Basement Apt. $600.00,
Centereach - 585-9248, L/R,
D/R, B/R, ELK, Bath, Cable.
All Utilities paid - Off street
parking - Private entrance -
No Smoking.

SERVICES
FnE MOrEY FOR COL-
LEGE. Millions available.
Private-sector scholarships
and grants. Call 1-800-423-
0908, www.adena.com/schol-
arships

Fax service. 50 cents per page
(including cover sheet). Call

632-6479 or come to Room 057
in the Student Union.

FOR SALE
5 Acres - Hancok, New York.
Walk to Delaware River. Rights
to fish and boat on river. Property
is wooded with private road.
Great ,for camping or building a
house. Call 666-8107, leave mes-
sage.

Rear window for Nissan
pickup. Smoked tint. $75.
Call Tom at 595-8741.

Seal 18" x 23", Dry mounting
press model 211, $800. 30" x
40" Vac. frame, $500. 22" X
28" Light table, $300. 751-
1083.
Sears Kenmore Electric
Clothes Dryer - Excellent
Condition, $100. 666-8107.
1984 Volkswagen Cabriolet
Convertible. Automatic, AIC,
AM/FM radio. Well main-
tained, new tires, brakes, ro-
tors. $3500. Call (516) 654-
7060 leave message.

EMPLOYMENT
Personable outside so-
licitor wanted. Stony
Brook insurance office
needs someone to distribute
literature in local area. Sal-
ary and commission. (516)
689-7770.

The Princeton Review
seeks intelligent, dynamic, or-
ganized people to teach test
prep courses. High test
scores, B.A. required. $16/
hour to start, part-time,
flexible, long-term oppor-
tunity. Send resume to:
775 Park Ave., Hunting-
ton, NY 11743, or fax at 271-
3459.

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED: Keyboardist and/
or bassist for already working
black metal band. No egos,
nuts or druggies, please. You
don't have to be a pro. Trans-
portation a must.. Influence:
Emperor/Dark Throne/May-
hem/Satyricon. Call MARC
at (516)472-5372. Leave a
message.

Now Hiring - P/T positions
available. Q-ZAR -563-
1400. ---

Weekend babysitter needed.
Three children under 4. Ex-
perience needed w/ refer-
ences. Salary negotiable, 689-
7422. ___

Part-Time Help Wanted:
Travel Agency, near univer-
sity, flexible hours, $6.50 per
hour, benefits. Fax 751-1823,
Telephone 751-1313.

-EMPLOYMENT
Bartenders, Waiters, Wait-
resses and Counter Help. Ex-
perience necessary. Apply in
person, Monday-Thursday af-
ter 3 at the Park Bench, 1095
Rte. 25A, Stony Brook
Gardener- Setauket area PIT
hours flexible. Salary neg.
689-7422.

-EMPLOYMENT
Eastern Europe Jobs -
Teach basic conversational
English in Prague, Budapest,
or Krakow. No teaching cer-
tificate of European lan-
guages required. Inexpensive
Room & Board + other ben-
efits. For info. call: (206) 971-

3680 ext. K51791

people involved in the band that either
couldn't hang with the schedule or
generally just had bad, f***ed up
attitudes, something I can't deal
with," said Grossman of the band's
changing lineup.

Not .only does Skrew include
members of other known bards, but
they've produced them as well.
Namely Danny Lohner, now in Nine
IhhNags. "AMerrecordingBuming
In Water, Drowning In Flane, we did
two tours back-to-back in Europe,
and-Danny, I guess, just-wasn't real

happy at the time
w -- ith heing on the

road," Grossman
said. It was
partially due to
the fact that he
wanted to go in a
different
direction than I
wanted to go in.
His favorite
bands were NIN
andPanteraand
that's what he
wanted Skrew to
be. Plus the fact
he really wanted
to go back to
school and finish
[his] education,

some new elements that were absent
in the past. A first for Shadow Of
Doubt is that this is the first album
the entire band plays on. "It's always
been me and generally one other
person," said Grossman. Speaking
of the band as a whole, Shadow Of
Doubt sees the debut of Bobby
Gustafson (formerly of Overkill).
"Survival of the fittest. Pretty much
everybody in the band, except for
Bobby and Steve (May - drums), has
toured with us in the past. We work a
really tough schedule and we've had

Skrew

electronically distorted vocals. "On
the first album they were a little bit
overly effective," Grossman said.
"I've just been looking for a more
organic sound, notjust inthe vocals,
butthe music, as well. There'salways
been that struggle between man and
machine, and I think we've got a
pretty good balance of it now." Skrew
was born out of the ashes of Angkor
Wat. "[When we recorded] the firs
Skrew album we were still callet'-
Angkor Wat We decided to changS
the name because there were only tie

See SKREW, Page 2

get a job, and get married. At least
that's what he said he wanted to do.
(Before joining NN) He auditioned
fo Red Hot Chili Peppers, he took
like funk guitar lessons for about a
week before that."

You can also say goodbye to the
intros on their previous two releases.
This time, there's something lurking
for you towards the album's close.
"I think the whole intro thing has been
done. Instead on this one we threw
in kind of a sneaky little thing at the
very end that was kind of sick,"
laughs Grossman.

Another goodbye: the
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. Unlimited FREE Wir
vBS^ with Specialty Dinners

l FamousFridays"
6$G Lobsters Happy Hour4-8pm

*Twofers *Free hors d'oeuvre at Bar

Live Music : X
lThursday, Saturday, Sunday

| Wednesday Nite -,Ladies Nite
Ladtes drink free 9-12

Thurs Nite LI's #1 University Nite
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Body Piercer

On Staff!

3 GREAT LOCATIOHS TO SERVE YOU
46 Middle Country Road, Centereach * 732-1957

288. Montauk Hwy., Patchogue *447-2253
678 Rt. 2-5A Rocky Point e 821-1959

GIFT- CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
Open 7 Days A Week 12- 1 Opm

?T: VIA, MAYTERCARD, DI5COVER, AMERICAM EXPRESS, MAC AMD NYCE CARDY
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STATESMAN SPORTS
WANTS TO DRAFT YOU!
THIS FALL IS GOING TO BE A MEMORABLE

ONE FOR THE SEAWOLVES. WE HAVE
FOOTBALL, MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HOOPS,
MEN'S> SOCCER, & MORE! WHY JUST READ

ABOUT IT WHEN YOU CAN BE A PART OF Ir
BY JOINING THE NEW STATESMAN SPORTS

; TEAM !- ::
MIKE AND DAVE ARE LOOKING FOR SPORTS WRITERS TO JOIN WHAT WILL VERY SOON
THE BEST SPORTS SECTION IN THE NCAA. ALL WE NEED IS YOU AND YOUR IDEAS. WE'

NOT BEING ARROGANT, WE"RE SERIOUS. WE KNOW THAT WITH YOUR HELP THIS WIL
HAPPEN! ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS CALL 63 2-6479 0a
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graduated last week from Mercy college
in Dobbs Ferry, NY with his Bachelors
degree.

If it's that easy, then why doesn't
everyone do it? Like 'I mentioned before,
education. is not the issue, maturity and
experience is. Loading up the professional
venues with extreme inexperience is

destroying the purity of the game, no matter
what game it happens to be. Its a shame
that professional sports teams are
gambling big money on athletes with
little experience. Baseball and.Hockey
usually draft players directly out of high
school or give them the option of going to
college first. However, these sports have a
complicated network of minor league
levels that players must graduate through
in order to reach a stable spot on a.
professional roster. The NBA and NFL do
not have this. Once a player is selected in'
the draft, they are on the roster, (providing
they do not get cut in the preseason)
regardless of their position or class level
when they are' drafted. Completing a full
four years of college will not only give the
athlete a quality education, it will',give
him or her the growing and learning
experience that every. athlete who
aspires to go professional will need to
-make them a better player, ultimately
leading to a complete and successful career
in. professional sports. The NCAA- protects
itself from losing players to the pros despite .
the growing numbers of NCAA athletes'',
who are entering the' drafts as.
underclassmen. According to NCAA:''
regulations, if an athlete decides to go pror-
as an underclassman,. and.signs. wi
an agent (which you should do. if y
want to survive in. the salary bidd
wars), they automatically'forfeit t!
NCAA eligibility. In other words, tf
no turning back. The NCAA want
be harsh on underclassmen who mi,
early from their athletic program.
rightfully so.. This affects. UT
center Marcus Camby, who
with the ProServ agency, an(
enter the NBA draft a
underclassman on'June 26. Joe t

who entered the Major League I
draft last year as a junior, finds his
eligibility rescinded-as well.

In Football and Basketball, th(
is becoming the "minors" for thes
when in fact it' is designed for -a v
more than just a breeding groun
pros. The NCAA is a total exp
and it should remain so. If y
what it takes, then it shouldn
a rush to be in the pros. An op[
to grow and develop your tale
breaking into the bigs, can: /

you, not hurt you.

limelight before they are ready to, is
destroying the purity of professional sports.
Many young players do not even- get off
the bench or become full time players until
their second and third seasons. Why is this?
This is because many players, who do have
a great abundance of talent, need time to

much noise until he was traded from the
Mets to the Angels, four years into his
major league career.

Should it be considered heresy that the
NBA endorses the "stay in school"
message when in fact recently, the NBA is
doing little to keep college athletes from

Consider this scenario; you're a
-basketball player for a small suburban high

school in a relatively quiet town. Over the
four years you compile outstanding stats,
gain the respect of coaches and teammates,
go All-Conference every season, and
approach graduation with a varsity letter
and records that will remain untouchable
for years to come. One year into your
college career, the opportunity to turn pro
first presents itself. The NBA draft is one
month away and you are now faced with
the biggest decision of your life. Do you
enter the draft, get selected, play in the
NBA,'and make millions, or do you finish
your education, get a degree, and then
pursue your professional career with
something to fall back on..

This is precisely the same scenario that
many young athletes face today. These
athletes are being lured by lucrative
packages to turn pro before they are ready.

It is the consensus of many coaches and
executives in each of the' four major
professional sports (baseball, hockey,
football, and basketball) that- maturity is
.one of the key elements to becoming a
successful professional athlete.

In the pros, you are exposed to the
intense scrutiny of the coaches, fans, and
media, as well as the pressure to produce.
Formany 18 and 19 year olds, this pressure
is made worse by the fact that their levels
of life experience- and playing
experience is relatively low compared
to an athlete who has played at least four
years of a college sport or semi-pro
sport. before entering the professional
ring. Milwaukee Bucks Vice President
..Mike Dunleavy said to Newsday, "We've
got too many kids coming into the NBA
who haven''t had a chance to be coached.
They're just not mature in a lot of ways.
It's not a problem of- the programs these
kids are coming out of - they just haven't
had enough time to learn."

Another fact is that many athletes
come out of high school and college with
a label on them already, even before
they've played their first professional
game. How many times have- you heard
the media refer to promising talent as
"the next so and so". The truth is, you
can't compare the two levels of play
and expect to get the whole picture. For-
example, former Stony Brook .star
shortstop Joe Nathan, who last year signed
a pro contract with Bellingham, the single
A minor league affiliate of the San
Francisco Giants organization, found
this to be indeed a rude awakening..
"The pitching here [at the pro level] is
much more dominating compared to
college," Nathan said

Luring young athletes into this

DAVE CHOW

entering the draft after. only completing as
little as one year of school? Technically, it
is heresy. However, the big issue does not
lie in education. The fact of the matter is, a
degree is a degree, and you can obtain a
degree virtually whenever you want.
Taking a leave of absence from college to
pursue a career in" the pros may -actually
enhance' your educational future. The
reason being is twofold. First, the added
financial gain of playing in the pros, no
matter how little it is (league minimum
annual salaries in professional sports are
enough:to'put you through-four years at
Stony. Brook) will with. no doubt help you
with. your tuition. Second, the maturity
and focus that you obtain by being on
your 'own in hostile media markets
such as :the ones that professional athletes
endure, will make you more
disciplined in focusing on your future.
This is one of the-reasons you are
seeing more college students in you
classrooms who are over the age of 35.
Older students are generally more
academically disciplined than younger
students.

It doesn't really matter when you
finally complete your college education.
Mookie Wilson, the former NY Mets, star
who is notorious for hitting the grounder
that eluded Red Sox first baseman. Bill,
Buckner in. Game. Six «of the 198.6 .
World Series to force the crucial
seventh game, entered the amateur
draft after completing one year of
college. After a 12 year career in the
majors, at age 40, and six years after he
played his last major league game, Wilson
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DAVE AND THE HIT MAN

MIKE CHAMOFF

adjust to the different style of play at the
pro level. Also, starting players that
have held positions for a number of
seasons, 'and who have already proven
themselves, are not going to be easily
unseated by a rookie. It is much easier
for a player who has had more
..experience at avower level such as'
college or a minor league circuit like
baseball and hockey have, to make this
transition. After this, a gradual ascent into
the pros is possible. -Many players who
have made a relatively slow transition into:
the-pros, turn out to be: .powerful
contributors to their respective teams. Take
David Cone for example. In his rookie
season with the Kansas City Royals, Cone
appeared in only nine games as a relief
pitcher. When he was traded to the
N.Y. Mets in 1987, he saw relatively
little action and produced mediocre
results. Cone didn't even become a
starting'pitcher until May 3, 1988 when
Mets starting pitcher Rick Aguilera
suffered a season-shortening 'shoulder
injury that left a vacancy in the starting
rotation. By the end.of the '88 season,
Cone was a 20 game winner. Since that
point, Cone has become a strong,
reliable pitcher'and has enjoyed numerous
successes with the Mets, Blue Jays, and
Yankees. Of course this. is not the case 100
percent of the time. We. do find players
who make immediate impacts. very
early in their careers such as Wayne
Gretzky and Joe Montana. But not
everyone can be Wayne Gretzky and Joe
Montana. However it is more likely to
be a Nolan Ryan, who didn't make


